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A little about me

I have been photographing weddings specically since 2005, & shot over 400 weddings.
  I am a wife and a mom of three daughters (22, 20, & 16 - pray for me).

I also get very nervous talking to people, I tend to talk very fast and share to much! 
I am honest to a fault, and have a huge belief in Karma! 

FFun Facts about me; I actually went to school for Zoology, and have an AS degree. We have 10 
animals, all of them in our house.  As a child I would babysit to earn money to support my lm 
habits. When I became a mom, my children always had a camera in their faces. We would be 
invited to birthday parties; I would bring my camera take pictures of the other children, & give 
them to the parents. After a few years, my girls were not getting invited, but I was just to take 

pictures! I nally went back to school for photography when my youngest was in 
preschool.  It took a long time to gure out what I wanted to be when I grew up.  

AAnd I have not regretted it since. 

Wedding photography is not for the faint of heart! We have to anticipate not only when some-
thing will happen, but the emotion attached to it so we can capture it on camera.  We do not 
get perfect lighting, perfect model bodies, or even the most aesthetically pleasing places to 

photograph in.  But after years of photographing weddings, I can create the 
perfect light, pose people so they look their best, and shoot in a way you see nothing but a 
beautiful background.  When it comes to meeting a new couple, I believe there needs to be a 

connection between the couple and myself for everyone to feel great and for the 
wedding day photography to ow smoothly.  It’s all about the Chemistry!

Torri Koppenaal 973-948-5537 (home) 973-459-2982 (cell) 

torri@blackravenimagery.com

instagram.com/blackravenimagery

fafacebook.com/blackravenimagery

pinterest.com/blackraveni
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All Day Wedding Photography Coverage (up to 8 hours max)

-One Photographer starting 2 hours before the ceremony

-Color, and Black & White images

-Images edited in a variety of Styles to your preference

-All digital images with no limit on the number shot

-Speciality lighting at your wedding for any scenario

-Images color & tone cor-Images color & tone corrected 

-Gallery with all edited images for viewing

-Top Secret Pin # to download high resolution jpg your images

-All images archived on Black Raven Imagery servers and web host in California
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Quill - Video
$2400 +tax 
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